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To the members of JHS:
One of the constants of life is change. We can try to hold
on to things as they are, or make changes. Jacobsburg
Historical Society is no different. Our members are trying
to save the knowledge of the past, for the future
generations. This takes a lot of effort and dedication to
the cause.
Howard B. White (Howie) has spent many long years as a
volunteer and also as a member of the Board of Directors
of our Society. Howie has also served as our President for
many years. He has decided to step down from both roles.
We thank Howie for his many, many years of dedication
and service to the cause of preserving our historical
heritage and helping to tell the story of Jacobsburg and the
important role of our neighbors in building America.
We wish Howie well and hope that he will still be a
regular face at our many events at Boulton.
We also wish to thank Ira Hiberman for the work he has
done as our Executive Director. Your Board of Directors
has decided that we cannot continue to fund the position
of a paid ED.

The Jacobsburg Historical Society
is a member supported non-profit
organization dedicated to
preserving and presenting the art
and industry of Early America, and
the character of the individuals and
community that created and
sustained that enterprise.
The Jacobsburg Record seeks to
provide the members of the Jacobsburg
Historical Society with information
relevant to its mission while creating a
sense of community and connection.
If you are interested in contributing to
our newsletter, please contact the office
at 610-759-9029.

Sarah White, Editor
The Jacobsburg Record
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What does this all mean for the future of Jacobsburg
Historical Society?
CHANGES. We have been blessed with a great crew of
volunteers. Some have been around a while and many
new faces have joined us. There is, for example, the
“Monday Morning list crew” that arrives around 9:00 am
and works until lunch. The gang is undertaking the many
maintenance and restoration tasks that Jim Wagner has
discovered and put on his “needs done list.” This very
enthusiastic crew is joined by the “Gardeners,” led by
Bobbie DiGerlando. Experienced and novice gardeners
work together to keep the flower and vegetable gardens
looking superb all season.
Continued on page 3

Continued from page 2

There are also many other volunteers that work in the office, performing the many tasks like mailings,
newsletters, and answering mail. We also have our docents and greeters that perform the all-important
duties of answering visitor’s questions while they keep a sharp eye on our treasures. Many of our
volunteers are husband/wife teams that are in love with Jacobsburg and what we are doing, and most
help in multiple roles. We are blessed with volunteer instructors teaching gunmaking, horn crafting,
leather work, and more, in our Early American Craft Center.
There are many opportunities and we will be highlighting them on our future web pages. Be sure to
visit http://www.jacobsburghistory.com/ to keep up with all the latest news and happenings. Our
Home Page opens with:
“Jacobsburg Historical Society was an idea born in the fall of 1972. Members of various community
groups worked together for a common cause: to preserve the beauty of the Bushkill Creek Valley,
particularly the Henrys Woods area. They also pledged to bring to life the rich history and culture of
the lost industrial community area of Jacobsburg, Filetown, and Boulton.”
This is YOUR SOCIETY and we all need to help. It is no secret that the economy is not good and
many people are in a financial crunch. JHS is no different. Much of our funding in the past came
from government agency grants that are no longer being funded. That means more competition for all
other funding. Your Board of Directors is being more creative in how we conduct business with your
valuable donations.
We will rely on our volunteers to do what they can to help continue our important mission. We will
be looking for more opportunities for our community to be a part of our historic efforts, to research,
restore, preserve, and present our message in a fun and educational way.
Some great events are coming soon including a community picnic, a wine tasting event, our annual
dinner, and of course, the renowned 2014 Market Faire and Rendezvous.
Join us. Visit us. Help us.
Joe DiGerlando
President
Jacobsburg Historical Society
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Serving Up History

Boulton Chocolate Custard

1 quart milk
5 eggs
2 ounces bitter baker’s chocolate
2 dessert spoonfuls of cornstarch
(see note below)

Mary Henry Stites noted that
the meringue was usually
sprinkled with red sugar.

Sugar to taste
One of the many treasures we have discovered in the archives of The
Jacobsburg Record is a collection of Henry Family recipes submitted to
the publication by Mary Henry Stites.
This edition’s featured recipe was published in The Record in June
1975 and belonged to Mary Elizabeth Krause (Mrs. Granville) Henry.
Mary Henry Stites reported that this custard was popular for Sunday
dessert or for company meals because it could be prepared the day before.
Dissolve the chocolate in sweetened milk and when boiling add the
cornstarch, moistened with cold milk. Add eggs well beaten, leaving out
four whites for meringue. Serve in glasses when cold with whites beaten stiff and sweetened piled on top.
Note: A dessert spoon is a spoon designed specifically for eating dessert.
It is intermediate in size between a teaspoon and a tablespoon. It has a
capacity around twice that of a teaspoon.
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Items from the Collection
Victorian Hair Wreath
By Karen Whitehill
One of the most intriguing items in the John
Joseph Henry House is enclosed within a
shadow box on display in the 2nd parlor. The
shadow box contains a delicate horseshoe
shaped wreath fashioned from human hair.
This fragile circlet is a superb example of
Victorian Era hair work.
Historically, giving a lock of one’s hair was
considered a sign of closeness, devotion or love
– especially before a
pending
separation.
Hairwork was an art
form proudly displayed
in Victorian parlors and
our wreath design was
the most popular. The
hair used was usually
from
several
family
members,
blended
together to form an
artistic memorial. The
mingling of hair from
various
people
symbolized the importance of family and
friends being together. The top of the wreath
was not connected and remained open to
symbolize the ascent heavenward.
Hair art peaked in popularity between 1850
and 1880. The creation of these designs was
not always centered on death or mourning. In
1864, a woman named Nila Bailey had a
personal goal to create a wreath from the hair
of Abraham Lincoln and his entire cabinet.
She was able to collect hair strands from 30
individuals and mounted the finished wreath
in a gold frame that was embossed with the
national emblem. Her work raised $400 at a
charity raffle.
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Hair designs were also made by church or
school groups as a project to commemorate a
special event and as a remembrance of
everyone who was present.
Pictorial hair designs were usually floral in
nature. After a death, the hair was stored in
a hair keeper (also called a hair receiver).
Friends and family often added their own to
be mixed with the hair of the deceased.
The various colors of
family members’ hair
resulted
in
the
assorted colors within
the wreath.
The
flowers in the center
section belonged to
the
most
recently
deceased and would
remain in the center of
the design for the
appropriate mourning
period or until another
death.
Then the flower would be gently
moved toward one side of the design and a
flower made from hair of the newly deceased
would be added to the center position.
The preparation process was tedious and the
weaving was extremely complex. To create
the piece, the hair artist required a smooth
flat surface, and so the top of a top hat was
often used. Any roughness on the surface
would tear the delicate hair.
Nineteenth-century artisans also used
braiding tables, which were pedestals that
were produced in two varieties: a “ladies”
table which was 32-33 inches high and a
taller

style that was approximately 4 feet high. Many preferred the
higher table as it enabled the weaver to stand rather than to sit,
offering more control over the work. Each braiding table had a
system of weights that were attached to the hair strands.
The locks of hair usually had to be at least 6 inches in length.
Hair was separated into like lengths and tied and boiled for 15
minutes in a water and baking soda solution. After the hair
was thoroughly dried, it was divided into strands of about 2030 hairs each. Each end was knotted and attached to a weight
of about ½ ounce. The strands were attached to pieces of
“pack” thread with a weaver or sailors knot. More thread and
hair was added in this manner to lengthen the strand. After
firmly tying the end with thread, the strands were sealed with a
combination of wax and shellac and another weight was
attached.
The strands were arranged on the table and braided or woven to
create the chosen pattern. As work progressed, each end was
separately cemented. Extreme care was used to assure that
every hair was worked into the pattern. As many as 80
strands/bundles could be used for a single design. To create
flowers, the strands were usually twisted and sewed onto thin
wire.
The end result was meticulously mounted in a shadow box.

Bibliography:
“The Lost Art of Sentimental Hairwork”, Victoria Gothic, accessed June 28, 2014, http://
www.victoriangothic.org/the-lost-art-of-sentimental-hairwork
“Mourning Hair Wreath”, Everhart Museum, accessed June 14, 2014,
museum.org/Collection/Wreath.htm

http://www.everhart-

“Historical Treasures – Victorian Hair Wreaths”, Lehigh Valley Live (Express Times), accessed
June 14, 2014, http://www.lehighvalleylive.com/entertainment-general/index.ssf/2011/04/
historical_treasures_victorian.html
McKay, Gretchen, “The Art of Braiding Locks Can Keep a Loved One Near”. Pittsburgh Post Gazette, accessed June 22, 2014, http://www.post-gazette.com/life/lifestyle/2009/12/09/Theart-of-braiding-locks-can-keep-a-loved-one-near/stories/200912090179
“Victorian Hair Jewelry”, Victoriana Magazine, accessed June 28, 2014, http://
www.victoriana.com/Jewelry/victorian-hair-jewelry.html
Photographs courtesy of Linda Hockenberry:
(Left) Completed hair wreath, mounted for display
(Above) Braiding table
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Items from the
Collection
Victorian Mourning Jewelry
By Karen Whitehill

Another item in the extensive collection of
Henry family memorabilia is a nineteenthcentury mourning collar. It is believed that
the piece is made from French-cut jet.

“Because the
Victorian Era was
governed by rules of
etiquette, black
mourning jewelry
was the only jewelry
allowed in the first
phase of mourning.”
For further reading:
Crystal Meanings and Metaphysical Properties of Stones, Crystals
and Jewelry.com, accessed June 29, 2014, http://
meanings.crystalsandjewelry.com/jet/
Identifying Victorian Black Jewelry, About.com/Antiques, accessed
June 29, 2014, http://antiques.about.com/od/victorianandedwardian/
ss/BlackJewelry101710.htm
Mourning Jewellery, England: The Other Within, accessed June 29,
2014, http://england.prm.ox.ac.uk/englishness-mourningjewellery.html
Antique Mourning Jewelry, Collectors Weekly, accessed June 29,
2014, http://www.collectorsweekly.com/fine-jewelry/mourning
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Jet is considered a minor semi-precious
gemstone and is a form of lignite coal. It is
also called black amber. Jet deposits are
found all over the world, but the premiere
site is near Whitby on the Yorkshire coast
of England. The gem is soft and brittle.
When cut, it shines rather than sparkles
and was easy to cut and polish. Jet was
used for mourning adornment not only
because of its color but also because it was
believed that jet would dispel fearful
thoughts as well as protect the wearer
against illness and violence.
Jet was
believed to have calming properties to
provide “diminishment of depression.”
Mourning jewelry reached a height of
popularity during the Victorian era when
Prince Albert died in 1861. The distraught
widow, Queen Victoria, and members of
her court began wearing mourning jewelry,
primarily made from jet.
The public
emulated her and demand for the black
jewelry increased and was produced in
large quantities. It was worn by all who
could afford it, reaching its peak in use in
the 1870s. Because the Victorian Era was
governed by rules of etiquette, black
mourning jewelry was the only jewelry
allowed in the first phase of mourning.

Items from the Collection
A Re-Discovery: James Henry’s Type-Writer by Scott Paul Gordon
James Henry (1809-1895) learned to use a typewriter when he was 75 years old. The
first commercially successful typewriter in America had been invented in 1868, and by
the 1880s a variety of very different machines were available—few of them operating
like our machines today. The first QWERTY keyboard (which we still use) appeared in
1874, and Remington introduced the shift key in 1878. Henry’s correspondence
suggests that he first used a typewriter in 1884: his first typed letter that survives (in
the collections of the Moravian Historical Society) is dated December 17th of that year.
Executive Director Ira Hiberman recently found one of James Henry’s typewriters: a
World 2 typewriter, which, unlike the World 1, could type in capital and lower-case
letters. The patent on the World 2 was secured on October 2, 1886, so this rarity must
have been James Henry’s second typewriter. The Virtual Typewriter Museum explains
that a user of the World 2 “would point at a letter with the swinging index pointer and
then stamp the letter onto the paper, using the keys over the platen on the left. This
brought down the printing hammer onto the semi-circular rubber type sheet that was
attached to the top of the index. An ink pad kept the type constantly
inked” (www.typewritermuseum.org/collection/index.php3?machine=world1&cat=ic#).
It sounds like laborious work, and Henry did not enjoy typing. "I can write twice as
rapidly with the pen as I can with the Type-writer,” he wrote his nephew John Woolf
Jordan in late1890, “although I have been practising upon it for some five or six years."
Jordan was considering purchasing a typewriter himself, which Henry could not
recommend. “About Type-Writers,” he wrote, “I can not advise you very encouragingly.
You will not be able to effect one fourth of what the dealers promise you.” Until his
death, five years later, James Henry continued to alternate between writing his letters
by hand and battling with his typing machine.
James Henry’s typewriter can be viewed in the new display case on the second floor of
the John Joseph Henry House.
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Past Events

Summer Violin Recital at the J.J. Henry House
By Sarah White
violins. Francois certified that the violin purchased
by Dr. Stites was of Italian origin, probably crafted
The Jacobsburg Historical Society is proud to have
by Carlo Antonio Testore of Milan, Italy, in 1741—as
co-sponsored a “Recital at the J.J. Henry House”
is stated on the inside of the violin on the maker’s
with Stroudsburg Middle School and the students
labeling.
of instructor Wendy Wilson. On June 15, 2014,
under the shining summer sun, 17 students Dr. Stites purchased the violin for Lydia in the hopes
accompanied Ms. Wilson and made
of encouraging her promising career as
the Boulton Historic Site come alive
a classical violinist. The Jacobsburg
with the sounds of the strings of
Historical Society Archives preserves
violas, violins, and cellos. From the
several of Lydia’s programs from her
classical sounds of J.S. Bach and
own recitals under the direction of
Peter Tchaikovsky to the spirited
Max Shapiro and Amedee Vergnaud
renditions of folk songs and hymns,
between the years of 1928 and 1933.
the students had the opportunity to
Among the pieces she is known to have
showcase their talents to friends and
played is “Chanson Triste” by Peter
family in a relaxing and picturesque
Tchaikovsky—a piece also played on
atmosphere.
June 15, 2014 by Ms. Wendy Wilson,
on the very same violin.
What made this recital so unique was

Past and Present—The Recital

that the Jacobsburg Historical Society
presented instructor Wendy Wilson
with the opportunity to play Lydia
Henry Stites’s 1740 Testore Violin.

The JHS Collection also preserves
formal portraits of Lydia Henry Stites
and her violin, taken in the spring of
1932.

The Violin
Only a year after these photographs
Lydia Henry Stites was born in
were taken, Lydia contracted an illness
Harrisburg in March 1913 to Mary
that would eventually claim her life in
Adeline Henry Stites (a daughter of
January 1934. While the official cause
Granville Henry) and Dr. Thomas
of death given in her obituary is
Henry Atherton Stites (a grandson of
pneumonia, other sources suggest that
William Henry III and a nationally
the cause of her death was
recognized expert on tuberculosis).
tuberculosis—a terrible irony, given
Upon her graduation from high
that her father was renowned
school in 1930, Lydia attended Mt.
throughout the country as a premier
Aloysius Academy, located in
expert on that same disease. Lydia was 21 years old.
Cresson, Pennsylvania, where she specialized in
violin (and where her father worked as a director of Lydia’s violin has come to stand as a symbol of the
a tuberculosis sanitarium).
Henry family’s love and loss. With opportunities and
In 1927, Dr. Stites bought his daughter Lydia a collaborations such as this summer recital, we are
violin from G. M. Francois in Pittsburg, PA, who proud to say that the Boulton Historic Site truly is
the place where history lives.
specialized in vintage French, German, and Italian
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Jacobsburg in the Community

Easton Area Heritage Day
By Sarah White
Each summer, the Easton community gathers to The Bachmann is an appropriate site for the yearly
celebrate the city’s rich heritage and its role in the display of historic firearms, considering the tavern’s
forging of the United States of America.
role in the founding of the city and its prominence
as a social center. The tavern was owned by George
On Sunday, July 13, 2014, Easton Heritage Day Taylor, Easton’s signer of the Declaration of
attracted Lehigh Valley locals to historically Independence, and served as the first county
significant events and reenactments of the colonial courthouse. Benjamin Franklin attended court
and civil war eras.
sessions here during the French and Indian War,
and John Adams stayed here:
Most significant of all is the
his journal on September 22,
reading of the Declaration of
1777 records that he “Dined at
Independence in Easton’s
Shannon’s in Easton at the
Center Square, in honor of the
Forks” (the tavern keeper then
reading which took place in the
was Theophilus Shannon).
same spot on July 8, 1776. On
Given the tavern’s history, it is
that day, similar readings took
fitting that JHS displays a
place in Trenton, NJ and
unique collection of firearms
Philadelphia, PA. The
there each year. The
following day in 1776 saw
Pennsylvania longrifle was a
readings in New York City and
necessary tool during the
Princeton, NJ.
colonial and fur trade eras.
Visitors to Easton’s Heritage
Towns like Easton were often
founded in wilderness areas
Day can step back in time to
and muskets were needed to
walk the streets with historical
hunt for food as well as for
reenactors, shop selections of
period wares and crafts, and
protection.
see the city’s historic
architecture from a horseEaston Heritage Day also
provides for a wonderful
drawn carriage ride.
opportunity for collaboration
between local historical
Easton boasts of many
historically significant buildings, some of which societies. The Sigal Museum in Easton, run and
date back to the 1750s. Tours were available for the managed by the Northampton County Historical
Jacob Nicholas House, the George Taylor House, and Genealogical Society, is, much like the
Trinity Episcopal Church, Cornerstone Church, and Jacobsburg Historical Society, continuously
the Bachmann Public House.
designing and implementing programs that
encourage public interaction and making history
It is at the Bachmann House, one of the oldest relevant to their local communities.
buildings in Easton and its only entirely existent
Easton Heritage Day is held on the second
tavern from the colonial era, that Howie White and
Sunday of July each year. For more information,
Bob Newell have set up a JHS display each year.
please visit www.eastonheritageday.com
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A
Peek
into
the
Past

Women in Colonial Trades
By Sarah White

Guests at historic sites and museums are used to seeing
women sewing, cleaning, cooking, and raising children in
re-enactments of 18th and 19th century life. Imagine their
surprise and curiosity when they see a woman working the
blacksmith’s hammer or managing a tavern.

There is a long-held and prevalent assumption that
laws, either legal or social, forbade women to work at
trades traditionally practiced by men. Wouldn’t the
work of a blacksmith, for example, be
“too
demanding”? Didn’t women “have children to care
for?” But 18th and 19th century daily life was not so
black and white.

wood or tending small animals, so too could women
work where needed.
Some women worked because they had no other
choice. Perhaps her family needed the extra income.
Perhaps she worked alongside her husband or her
father, especially if she did not have brothers.
Perhaps, as is detailed in many surviving records,
ownership of a husband’s business passed down to
his widow upon his death. It is also recorded that girls
went into apprenticeships as young children upon the
death of their parents, as evidenced by records known
as “parish records” or “pauper records.”

As historians we should encourage our visitors to
move beyond their high school history textbooks. But
an even larger and more important responsibility and
privilege is to portray periods in history in ways that
allow our visitors to make connections, to relate to
what they are seeing and hearing, and above all, to
realize that history is not just a study of the past: it is The decline of guilds in the 18th century caused a
related decline in detailed record keeping, and as
also a study of the present.
such, many traces of women working in alternative
Sure, wielding a blacksmith’s hammer might not practices often went unrecorded. However, before the
have been every young girl’s dream job. A stable American Revolution, the colonies were full of
family and home were important values of the 18th, women, particularly widows, running their own
19th, and even 20th centuries. But the presence of businesses. A brief visit to Colonial Williamsburg
women in the working field, even in centuries past, highlights the prevalence of working women, and the
however rare (and thus more valuable) the sources reason why is simple: there is, and was, work to be
are, highlights the economic needs of troubling and done.
uncertain times. During periods of uncertainty, a
woman working in a traditionally male-dominated For further reading, please see “With All the Grace
field was just what it appeared to be—a woman of the Sex”, by Donna Dene Woodward, in the
working to meet the economic needs of her family. Colonial Williamsburg Journal:
Just as young children could be employed as soon as
they were able, even in small tasks such as collecting http://www.history.org/Foundation/journal/Spring04/
women.cfm
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Jacobsburg Historical Society Presents
Market Faire & Rendezvous
At the Boulton Historic Site - Where History Lives!
Jacobsburg Historical Society’s annual Market Faire & Rendezvous is
traditionally held during the last full weekend of October on the grounds of the
Boulton Historic Site, just outside of Nazareth, Pennsylvania. This year’s event
will be open to the public on Saturday, October 25th from 10:00 AM to 5:00
PM and Sunday, October 26th from 10:00AM to 3:00PM. Parking is available
in the pasture behind the John Joseph Henry House at 402 Henry Road, just off
the Belfast Exit on Route 33.
The Market Faire & Rendezvous is family-friendly with a living history
encampment representing many periods of American history, including the PreColonial, Colonial, and Fur Trade Eras. Demonstrations and events include
primitive archery, blacksmithing, black powder demos, children’s games, a
scavenger hunt, a Market Faire of 18th & 19th century traders, and individual
blanket traders.
Demonstrators of Early American Arts & Crafts will present their skills in
leatherwork, hornwork, ropemaking, quillwork, shoemaking, and gunmaking near
the Nicholas Hawk Gun Shop. Open hearth cooking demonstrations will also be
provided in the Summer Kitchen.
The Early American Craft Center, the John Joseph Henry House Museum, the
Nicholas Hawk Log Cabin Workshop, and the Pennsylvania Longrifle Museum
and gift shop will all be open to the public during this event.

Saturday, October 25, 2014 • 10:00am - 5:00pm
Sunday, October 26, 2014 • 10:00am - 3:00pm
Adults $5 and Children 12 and under: Free
FREE on-site parking
JHS Members, Active Duty Military & Scouts
receive free admission!
www.jacobsburghistory.com
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Spotlight on JHS Volunteers

In April, volunteers Karen
Whitehill, Kay Tomko, and Kate
Grube presented on the Henry
family at Moravian Hall Square.
There were approximately 75
people in the audience from the
community and the facility. Our
volunteers worked for days to
assemble the finest historical
attire to share with their audience.
This is the first time that we have
taken the clothing collection on
the road, but judging from the
audience reaction, we certainly
have a winner. You can invite our
ladies to present at your religious
or civic organization by calling the
JHS Office.

Society Members Earl Van Norman and Karen Whitehill
shared the history of the Henry family and the
Pennsylvania Longrifle with the Bath Masonic Lodge in
April. Pictured with Earl and Karen is George Makoul,
Worshipful Master of the Masonic Lodge. Contact us for
presentations to your church or civic group.

It was a cold and rainy morning, but the 10 passengers in the cooler in
the back of the black truck didn’t seem to notice. They were on their
way to their new home in the Homestead Pond. JHS volunteer, Terry
Murphy, spent many hours at the pond this spring to prepare for their
arrival. Terry removed a considerable amount of debris from the pond
bottom and thinned the growth of the water plants. He also repaired
the spillway. The pond is shaded and has a supply of fresh, moving
water that is deep and cold – a perfect habitat for our new brook trout.
The Henry Pond is now historically complete with its new residents!
Thank you Terry for completing this project!

Thank you to all of our wonderful volunteers!
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A Jacobsburg Historical Society
2015 Calendar
will be available for sale
this coming autumn!
The calendar is full-color with each month detailing an aspect of the
Boulton Historic Site, grounds, and programs of the JHS.
For further information, please contact the Society office at (610) 759-9029,
email jacobsburg@rcn.com or find us on Facebook @ Boulton Historic Site
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MUSEUM HOURS

—————
Pennsylvania Longrifle Museum
Noon—4:00 pm every Saturday and Sunday
Starting May 3, 2014 through October 26, 2014.

John Joseph Henry House
Museum and Grounds
Noon—4:00 pm
on the third Sunday of each month starting May 2014.

Find us on Facebook!
At “Boulton Historic Site
and Jacobsburg Historical Society”,
Visit our new website at
www.jacobsburghistory.com

Group tours are available.
Please contact the Society Office
to schedule a visit at 610-759-9029.
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